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Agenda and outline  

This report supports discussion at Overview and Scrutiny Committee’s meeting on Future 
Lewisham: A Greener Future. The report gives an update on delivery of Lewisham’s 
Climate Emergency Action Plan, and sets this in the context of wider environmental 
considerations and service delivery across the Council. 

The agenda for Overview and Scrutiny Committee’s meeting on Future Lewisham: A 
Greener Future includes wider work across the sector at a national and borough level.   

Agenda 

1) Welcome and introduction (Cllr Krupski / Cllr Penfold) 

2) Expert witness one 

Accelerating climate action: the UK100 network of local government leaders 
(Christopher Hammond, Network Membership Director UK100) 

3) Expert witness two 

Goldsmiths’ work on climate emergency (Professor Frances Corner, Warden 
Goldsmiths University of London)  

4) A Greener Future: update on Lewisham’s Climate Emergency Action Plan (Martin 
O’Brien, Climate Resilience Manager, Lewisham Council) 

5) Committee to agree recommendations (and make a referral to Mayor and Cabinet if 
required) 
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1. Summary 

1.1 This report outlines the connections between the climate emergency and the theme of 
‘Future Lewisham: A Greener Future’ with reference to the wider work of the Council. 
The report sets the policy context, summarises data on carbon emissions and 
describes current priorities and risks in delivering on the climate emergency.  

1.2 The ambition for Lewisham to be carbon neutral by 2030 is hugely challenging.  
Carbon emissions in the borough have reduced considerably since 2005, in line with 
the rest of the UK, but the next phase of action needed: decarbonising the way we heat 
our homes and how we travel, has more direct consequences for Lewisham’s 
residents, businesses and other organisations working in the borough. 

1.3 Lewisham’s Climate Emergency Action Plan was written and approved just as the 
pandemic started.  While COVID-19 has had an impact on delivery, progress has been 
made, particularly in relation to accessing new funding for retrofit work on our  
corporate estate, schools and Lewisham Homes properties.  

1.4 The biggest impacts of climate change will be on low income and vulnerable people 
here in the borough and across the planet. The benefits in taking action are clear, not 
just in preventing the human and financial costs, but also through creating jobs, 
improving health and quality of life and improving our local environment. Delivery of net 
zero carbon requires fundamental changes to infrastructure, the economy and our 
lifestyles. Local authorities have a central role to play in ensuring that those changes 
benefit those who are already disadvantaged and are delivered with equalities 
considerations at their heart.  

1.5 Meeting the ambition of ‘Future Lewisham: A Greener Future’ can only be achieved if it 
is an integral part of how the Council operates.  Lewisham councillors and the scrutiny 
process has a fundamental role to play in making that cultural transformation happen.  

 

  

Timeline of engagement and decision-making 

In February 2019 councillors agreed a motion to declare a ‘climate emergency’ and ask 
officers to develop an action plan aiming to make the borough carbon neutral by 2030. 
https://councilmeetings.lewisham.gov.uk/documents/s62942/Motion%202%20proposed%2
0Cllr%20Anwar%20seconded%20Cllr%20Krupski.pdf   

Mayor and Cabinet agreed Lewisham’s Climate Emergency Action Plan on 11 March 2020. 
https://councilmeetings.lewisham.gov.uk/documents/s81350/Climate%20Emergency%20Ac
tion%20Plan.pdf     

Mayor and Cabinet discussed an update on the Action Plan on 10 March 2021. 
https://councilmeetings.lewisham.gov.uk/documents/s78637/Lewishams%20Climate%20E
mergency%20Action%20Plan.pdf  

Sustainable Development Select Committee is scheduled to review progress on 
Lewisham’s Climate Emergency Action Plan in January 2022. 

Mayor and Cabinet is scheduled to review progress on Lewisham’s Climate Emergency 
Action Plan in March 2022. 
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2. Recommendations 

2.1 Overview and Scrutiny is invited to provide pre-scrutiny and insight to support the 
development of the theme of Future Lewisham: A Greener Future. The following 
questions are suggested to support the discussion of the Committee: 

 What should our aspirations be for ‘A Greener Future’? 

 What more could the Council do to work in partnership with others nationally, 
regionally and locally? 

 What is the role of councillors and the Council’s committee structures in delivering 
our environmental ambitions? (see Annex A below for an outline of the connections 
between the Council’s cabinet portfolios and the climate emergency) 

 How can councillors and committee structures be enabled to do this? 
 

3. Policy Context 

3.1 In 2016, the UK Government ratified the Paris Agreement, part of the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change, which commits countries to taking action 
to prevent the global average temperature increasing 2°C above pre-industrial levels. 
In 2018, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change highlighted the importance of 
holding global temperatures below 1.5°C and the significant increase in damage to 
health, the environment and the economy of a 2°C rise. 

3.2 In 2019 the Climate Change Act 2008 (2050 Target Amendment) Order committed the 
UK to a legally binding target of net zero emissions by 2050.  

3.3 In August 2021 the International Panel on Climate Change published its latest 
assessment of the scientific basis for climate change, described by UN Secretary-
General António Guterres as a “code red warning for humanity”.  

3.4 In November 2021 the UK hosted COP26, the United Nations inter-governmental 
conference on climate change.  COP26 achieved progress in terms of global action on 
reducing coal, deforestation and methane emissions. There remains scepticism 
however that the conference achieved its main ambition of securing sufficient 
commitments to sustain the ambition of limiting warming to 1.5°C.   

3.5 Ahead of COP26 the Government published ‘Net Zero Strategy: Build Back Greener’ 
and the Heat and Buildings Strategy. These strategies confirmed the Government’s 
ambition to phase out new natural gas boilers beyond 2035 and includes funding for 
heat pumps, electric vehicles, offshore wind and hydrogen for heavy industry.  The 
strategies also include a commitment to ‘deliver cheaper electricity by rebalancing 
policy costs from electricity to gas bills’, with the promise of a call to evidence on 
‘Fairness and Affordability’, although the details of this have not yet been published.  

3.6 The Net Zero Strategy states ‘We want to continue to empower our local leaders to 
take the actions which will lead to the biggest gains in emissions reduction, including 
the potential opportunities in building back greener and meeting our ambitions to level 
up the country. While the COVID-19 pandemic has severely impacted our 
communities, it has also reshaped how we think about place, community, and our 
natural and built environment.’ The Strategy makes a commitment to set clearer 
expectations about how central and local government work together on net zero.  

3.7 London Councils through the Local Environment Directors Network and the Transport 
and Environment Committee (TEC) issued a joint statement on climate change in 2019 
and established a programme of seven cross-borough working groups: 

 Retrofit London: Retrofit all domestic and non-domestic buildings to an average 
level of EPC B.  
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 Low carbon development: Secure low carbon buildings and infrastructure via 
borough planning.  

 Low carbon transport: Halve road journeys made by petrol and diesel. 

 Renewable power for London: Secure 100% renewable energy for London’s public 
sector. 

 Reduce consumption emissions: Reduce consumption emissions by two thirds. 

 Build the green economy: Develop London's low carbon sector and green our 
broader economy. 

 Creating a resilient and green London. 

3.7 Lewisham’s Corporate Strategy priority ‘Making Lewisham Greener’ includes the 
following commitments relating to energy: 

 We will maximise opportunities for energy efficiency in all council buildings and new 
developments;  

 We will explore working with publicly owned not-for profit energy suppliers that do 
not penalise poorer residents using prepay meters. 

3.8 The actions and the values of Lewisham’s Climate Emergency Action Plan support 
delivery of outcomes across the Corporate Strategy, in particular: 

 ‘Tackling the housing crisis’ and improved standards across all housing sectors 

 ‘Building an inclusive local economy’ and supporting the growth of a thriving local 
economy 

 ‘Making Lewisham greener’ and the increased use of environmentally friendly 
transport as well as better care for our local environment and planet.  

 

4. Future Lewisham: A Greener Future 

Lewisham context 

4.1 In his speech at the Council’s Annual General Meeting in May 2021 Lewisham’s Mayor 
outlined the Council’s priorities to support the borough’s recovery from the COVID-19 
pandemic.  Future Lewisham: our borough’s recovery sets out four themes at the heart 
of the Council’s response to the impact of the pandemic: 

 A greener future 

 A healthy and well future 

 An economically sound future 

 A future we all have a part in. 

4.2 The COVID-19 pandemic has underlined the inequalities in health and wealth within 
the borough and placed greater pressure on public services, the community sector and 
on many of the small, independent businesses that are fundamental to Lewisham’s 
local economy. Future Lewisham aims to shape the way the borough moves forward to 
recognise and respond to these challenges. A Greener Future is also about taking the 
opportunity to do things differently.  Lockdowns and changes to working and travel 
patterns brought a new-found appreciation of the local environment and a greater value 
placed on our green spaces and local air quality, as well as a strengthening of 
connections across local communities.  As a planning authority and through our 
management and investment in open spaces, the public realm and our own buildings 
the Council has a wealth of opportunities to influence the development of the borough 
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to deliver on the ambition for a greener future.  

4.3 There are many different strands to sustainability and the environment, including a 
range of different ways they are reflected in Council services.  Annex A at the end of 
this document seeks to map out different aspects of the climate emergency agenda 
across the Council’s cabinet portfolios.  There are a number of existing Council 
strategic documents that cover different aspects of the environment and sustainability 
including: 

 New draft Core Strategy 
https://lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/planning/policy/adopted-local-plan/core-strategy  

  New draft Air Quality Action Plan 2022-27 https://lewisham.gov.uk/airquality  

 Lewisham’s Parks and Open Spaces Strategy 
https://lewisham.gov.uk/inmyarea/openspaces/parks-and-open-spaces-strategy  

 Lewisham Biodiversity Partnership’s new action plan ‘A Natural Renaissance 2021-
2026’ https://lewisham.gov.uk/articles/news/creating-a-greener-lewisham-new-
biodiversity-action-plan-endorsed  

 New draft Waste Strategy https://lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/wasterecycle  

 New draft Flood Risk Management Strategy 
https://consultation.lewisham.gov.uk/environment/local-flood-risk-managment-
strategy/  

 Catford Town Centre Framework 
https://lewisham.gov.uk/inmyarea/regeneration/catford-regeneration/catford-town-
centre-framework  

 Lewisham’s Climate Emergency Action Plan 
https://lewisham.gov.uk/myservices/environment/making-the-borough-carbon-
neutral-by-2030-climate-emergency-declaration  

International context 

4.4 The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) or Global Goals are a collection of 17 
interlinked global goals designed to be a "blueprint to achieve a better and more 
sustainable future for all". The SDGs were set up in 2015 by the United Nations 
General Assembly and are intended to be achieved by the year 2030.   

4.5 The SDGs separate out the different aspects of sustainability into meaningful concepts 
backed by measures and actions.  At the same time it is explicitly recognised that these 
strands are inexorably interwoven, and fundamentally, the SDGs emphasise the link 
between environmental justice and social justice. The full list of SDGs is set out in 
Annex B of this report but in the context of the climate emergency those most relevant 
are: 

 SDG 7: ensure access to affordable, reliable sustainable and modern energy for all 

 SDG 12: ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns 

 SDG 13: take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts 

4.5 ‘Doughnut economics’ is a concept that combines the different aspects of economic, 
social and environmental sustainability in seeking to understand how to build an 
economy that serves social needs without overtaxing the planet’s limited resources. 
Traditional economic theory is based on the idea that that money is the metric for 
wealth and that growth is a desirable end in itself.  The essence of the doughnut 
concept is that there is a social foundation of well-being that no one should fall below, 
and which needs to be resourced, but at the same time there is an ecological ceiling of 
planetary pressure that we should not go beyond.  The doughnut is based on the 
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concept that between the two lies a safe and just space for all.   In June 2020, the City 
of Copenhagen adopted this model as the basis for shaping the city’s future economy.  

4.6 The ’15-minute city’ is a model of sustainability popularised by the Mayor of Paris, 
Anne Hildago. The concept is based on the idea that everyone living in a city should 
have access to essential urban services such as education, food, health care, quality 
open spaces and so on within a short walk or bike ride. 15-minute cities are built from a 
series of 15-minute neighbourhoods, also known as complete communities or walkable 
neighbourhoods. The concept has been described as a "return to a local way of life”.  

5. Lewisham’s Climate Emergency Action Plan 

5.1 More than 230 local authorities including 28 London Boroughs and the Mayor of 
London have passed 'climate emergency declarations' since 2019.  Lewisham’s Mayor 
and Cabinet agreed Lewisham’s Climate Emergency Action Plan on 11 March 2020 
setting out a range of actions by the Council and others in support of the ambition for 
Lewisham to be carbon neutral by 2030. 

5.2 Lewisham’s Climate Emergency Action Plan was structured across the following 5 
themes: 

 Leading by Example 

 Sustainable Housing 

 Decarbonised Transport 

 Greener Adaptive Lewisham 

 Inspiring, Learning and Lobbying 

5.3 Lewisham’s Action Plan was informed by an analysis that developed a range of 
scenarios designed to deliver the net zero ambition, creating a model of costed 
programmes of work where the potential carbon savings were quantified.  The study 
estimated the cost of projects needed to reach net zero carbon as being a minimum of 
£1.6bn.  

5.4 Lewisham’s Climate Emergency Action Plan was developed pre-pandemic and 
approved days before the UK’s first lockdown was put in place on 23 March 2020. 
While COVID-19 has changed the nature of some of the planned actions, progress has 
been made. Above all, the principles that underpin our work on climate emergency 
remain as relevant, if not more so, now than they were on the 11 March 2020.  These 
principles are: 

 The scale of threat from climate change requires us to be ambitious; 

 Action on climate change is action on social justice; 

 Delivery on a climate change agenda has the potential to deliver positive outcomes 
for jobs and the local economy, health and wellbeing, and wider environmental 
benefits;  

 The Council needs to demonstrate leadership through its own operations;  

 Delivering our ambition to be carbon neutral by 2030 can only be achieved through 
concerted collective action at all levels of society; 
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6. Data 

6.1 The Department of Business Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) publishes annual 
data on carbon emissions at a local authority level1.  This dataset shows a 37% 
reduction in annual carbon emissions in Lewisham from the baseline in 20052, a trend 
similar to the pattern nationally.  The main factor driving this reduction has been 
decarbonisation of the electricity grid supplying homes and businesses as a result of 
investment in renewable energy production at a national level. 

6.2 Lewisham’s 2019 emissions from the BEIS data are shown in Table 1 below.  

Carbon source Kt CO2e % Sub elements Kt CO2e % 

Housing 345.4 46.9% Gas 257.7 35.0 

Electricity 83.8 11.4 

Other 3.9 0.5 

Transport 
 

255.2 34.7% Road transport 253.3 34.4 

Other transport 1.9 0.3 

Industry & Commercial 135.6 18.4% Commercial 82.5 11.2 

Industry 18.3 2.5 

Public sector 34.8 4.7 

Land use & green infrastructure -1.4   -1.4  

TOTAL 734.8 100%  734.8 100% 
Table 1: Lewisham carbon emissions 2019 disaggregated by source (BEIS 2021) 

 

6.3 The two main sources of carbon emissions on this measure are domestic gas and road 
transport, which together are 70% of the borough’s emissions. Continued progress 
towards net zero carbon is going to require more localised changes to decarbonise the 
way we heat our homes and transport systems. This will require major investment, the 
navigation of a series of logistical challenges and has significant implications in terms 
of equalities.  

6.4 The BEIS data is based on emissions that can be measured within the boundary of the 
borough.  However this does not account for emissions resulting from the purchase of 
goods and services, or from travel by Lewisham residents and businesses outside the 
borough.  Officers have been part of London-wide work to understand and quantify 
these ‘consumption’ emissions3.  This data suggests that the borough’s consumption 
emissions are more than three times those measured by the BEIS data4.  

  

                                                

1 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-
national-statistics-2005-to-2019  
2 Lewisham 2005 baseline 1,161.1 kt CO2e; Lewisham 2019 data (reported in Jun 2021) 426.3 kt CO2e 
3 https://beta.londoncouncils.gov.uk/news/2021/consumption-based-emissions-london-boroughs-have-
reduced-not-fast-enough-meet-emission  
4 Total consumption emissions in Lewisham (2018) are 2,518 kt CO2e compared to the BEIS figure of 
747.8 kt CO2e for the equivalent year in their latest emissions data 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/9960
57/2005-19_UK_local_and_regional_CO2_emissions.xlsx  
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6.5 Table 2 shows sources of emissions measured by the consumption emissions dataset. 

Sector Kt CO2e % Subcategories Kt CO2e % 

Transport 885 35.1% Road fuel 279 11.1% 

Season tickets 248 9.8% 

Air 121 4.8% 

Other transport 237 9.4% 

Housing  721 28.6% Gas 432 17.2% 

Electric 151 6.0% 

Other 138 5.5% 

Recreation 301 12.0% Restaurants/cafes 57 2.3% 

Pubs/bars 29 1.2% 

Holiday abroad 24 1.0% 

Holiday UK 14 0.6% 

Other recreation 177 7.0% 

Food and drink 286 11.4% Meat 182 7.2% 

Dairy/eggs 21 0.8% 

Other food and drink 97 3.9% 

Other goods and 
services 

174 6.9% Education 51 2.0% 

Communications and 
mobiles 

15 0.6% 

Childcare 16 0.6% 

Hairdressing and beauty 14 0.6% 

Other misc 78 3.1% 

Furnishings and 
appliances 

97 3.8% Furniture 17 0.7% 

Kitchenware 8 0.3% 

Other appliances 72 2.9% 

Clothing and footwear 55 2.2% Clothing 36 1.4% 

Footwear 13 0.5% 

Accessories 6 0.2% 

TOTAL 2,518 100%    
Table 2: Lewisham consumption emissions 2018 disaggregated by source (University of Leeds 2021) 

 

6.6 Transport and Housing are the biggest sources of carbon emissions within the 
consumption emissions data, but their positions have changed, due to the inclusion of 
travel beyond the borough boundary such as flying. Domestic gas remains the single 
most significant source of emissions but is 17.2% of the total compared to 30% in the 
BEIS data.  The rest of the top five individual sources are: road fuel (11.1%); 
‘Combined fares season tickets’ (9.8%); other transport (9.4%) and meat (7.2%). 

6.7 Further work is needed to refine the ‘consumption emissions’ data but initial insights 
from this work are: 

 that total emissions from goods and services purchased by Lewisham residents 
and organisations are significantly higher than emissions measured solely within 
the borough boundary; 

 there is consistency with the BEIS data in relation to the importance of investment 
in infrastructure to improve housing, decarbonise gas, promote active travel and 
eliminate vehicles powered by fossil fuels from our roads; 

 the data also offers some insight in the areas where meaningful reductions can be 
achieved in other aspects of our lives beyond housing and transport.    
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7. Funding 

7.1 Lewisham’s ‘Trajectory Study’ that underpinned the development of Lewisham’s 
Climate Emergency Action Plan estimated that the cost of delivering the ambition to be 
net zero by 2030 was at least £1.6bn.  There are however no new sources of funding 
or powers available to local authorities that declare a climate emergency.   

7.2 The 2019 Conservative election manifesto included commitments for £9bn funding for 
energy efficiency.  The full details of this spend have not be defined but there have 
been a number of new programmes created in the last 18 months including: 

 The Public Sector Decarbonisation Fund, grants to public sector bodies to fund heat 
decarbonisation and energy efficiency measures. Phase 1 awarded £1bn funding 
and Phase 2 £75m.  £1.425m is available in Phase 3 which is expected to run to 
2024/25.  Lewisham Council was awarded £3.5m in Phase 1 (details below).  

 The Social Housing Decarbonisation Fund, £3.8m over 10 years, funding 
improvements to the energy performance of social rented homes. £160m was 
available under Wave 1, which had a closing date of 15 October 2021.  

 In July 2020 the Government launched a £2bn Green Homes Grant scheme, with 
£500m available to local authorities to fund energy efficiency for low income 
households.  The main Green Homes Grant voucher scheme closed in March 2021 
having delivered work in less than 10% of the 600,000 homes originally intended. 
The Local Authority Delivery scheme (LAD) is continuing.  £200m funding was 
awarded in LAD Round 1, £300m funding in Round 2 and a further £200m in Round 
3 along with £150m under the Home Upgrade Grant for off gas properties in a 
combined funding stream titled Sustainable Warmth. Lewisham Council was 
awarded £825,000 in round 1 (details below) and is part of consortia at a London 
level that received funding in Round 2 and under Sustainable Warmth.  

 In October 2021 the Government’s Heat and Buildings Strategy announced a new 
£450m Boiler Upgrade Scheme to support households switching to low-carbon heat 
pumps with £5,000 grants.  Details of this fund are expected in 2022.  

 

8. Priorities 

8.1 The following priorities are based on the principles underpinning the Climate 
Emergency Action Plan, the data on carbon emissions in Lewisham, the new funding 
opportunities that have emerged over the last 18 months and the changing nature of 
the way the Council and partner organisations are operating through the pandemic. 
The Council’s Climate Emergency Action Plan sets out the breadth of activity on 
carbon reduction and climate change across the Council’s services, and the following 
analysis does not include all current activity but seeks to present the key strategic and 
operational priorities.   

Housing retrofit  

8.2 The scale of retrofitting needed to get the borough’s housing stock to a standard 
consistent with achieving net zero carbon is enormous. It is also a once in a generation 
opportunity to tackle fuel poverty.  The priorities for housing retrofit in the borough are 
based on a worst first and fabric first approach that brings external funding into 
Lewisham to benefit our residents and deliver wider economic opportunities. The 
priorities in relation to housing retrofit are: 

 Investment in Lewisham Homes’ managed stock 

 raising standards in the private rental sector  
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 local skills and employment opportunities 

8.3 Lewisham Homes have undertaken an assessment of the investment needed to raise 
the minimum energy performance level of their stock to support the net zero carbon 
target. This work will inform a joint Asset Management Strategy between the Council 
and Lewisham Homes. Officers in the Council and Lewisham Homes are also working 
closely to maximise opportunities to bring in external funding to support this work. In 
March 2021 Lewisham Council was awarded £825k under the Government’s Green 
Homes Grant Local Authority Delivery to deliver window upgrades and solid wall 
insulation.  A bid for further funding has been submitted under Wave 1 of the Social 
Housing Decarbonisation Fund. 

8.4 In August 2021 officers secured £125k funding under a Government competition to 
boost engagement and enforcement work on the Private Rental Sector Minimum 
Energy Efficiency Standards. This funding will support additional capacity in Crime 
Enforcement Teams and an engagement campaign to raise awareness of the legally 
enforceable minimum standards that exist and support landlords to improve their 
properties.  

8.5 Lewisham is a member of the Greater London Authority consortium that has received 
funding from the Local Authority Delivery scheme funding heating, insulation and 
ventilation measures for low income households living in qualifying properties.  
Lewisham’s fuel poverty advice service (see below) is supporting Lewisham 
households to benefit from this funding.  

8.6  A new officer post has been created working across Lewisham, Southwark and 
Lambeth on a programme of work to boost the local economic impact of retrofit.  This is 
has also been a focus of the Lewisham Deal which brings together the Council, 
Lewisham Homes, Phoenix Community Housing, Lewisham College, Goldsmiths and 
Lewisham Hospital.  

8.7 Officers are engaging with the Sustainable Development Select Committee and the 
Task & Finish Group looking at housing retrofit – the latter is expected to make 
recommendations by March 2022.  Our priorities and projects on housing retrofit will be 
reviewed in the light of the recommendations.  

Support for households at risk of fuel poverty  

8.8 Lewisham’s energy advice service provides practical support to vulnerable residents 
helping them cut the cost of staying warm in winter.  In 2019 we expanded the service 
to the whole of South London, working in partnership with other boroughs and 
community groups.  In the last 2 years the South London Energy Efficiency 
Partnership, led by Lewisham, has supported over 5,000 low income and vulnerable 
households and secured funding in excess of £0.5m.  

Low carbon heating 

8.9 Most homes and businesses in the borough are reliant on fossil fuel gas for heating 
and hot water and decarbonising this heating will be a huge challenge.  Retrofitting 
existing housing stock is the first phase of work needed to enable the switch to zero 
carbon technologies.  Officers have accessed external funding to deliver energy 
masterplanning across the borough, which will support heat decarbonisation through 
district heat networks.  This masterplanning reinforces the Local Plan policies for 
carbon reduction and will inform and influence energy strategies for developments with 
the intention of aggregating heat demand created connections to decentralised sources 
of energy. The second phase of energy masterplanning, which completes this year, is 
producing detailed technical economic assessments for heat networks running in a 
spine through Catford to Lewisham and up to Deptford.  

8.10 In 2018 Lewisham and Veolia signed a Memorandum of Understanding to work in 
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partnership to develop opportunities for heat networks in the borough. In 2020 Veolia 
were awarded £5.5 million from BEIS to deliver a core network from SELCHP to 3,500 
homes in Convoys Wharf in Deptford.  Construction of the network is expected to start 
in 2021/22.  

Corporate carbon emissions  

8.11 ‘Leading by Example’ was one of the five themes within the Lewisham Climate 
Emergency Action Plan.  The current priorities on this work to decarbonise Council 
operations are:  

 retrofitting corporate sites 

 developing a longer term strategic approach to our assets  

 zero carbon schools programme 

 embedding cultural change including through the transition to new ways of working   

8.12 In March 2021 Lewisham Council was awarded £2.75m under the Government’s Public 
Sector Decarbonisation Scheme for works in seven corporate sites: Hither Green 
Crematorium; Town Hall Chambers; Brockley Rise, Grove Park and Granville Park 
Adult Learning Centres; and the Leemore and Sydenham Community Centres. The  
works, scheduled to complete by March 2022 include heat pumps, insulation, photo 
voltaic panels, heating controls, ventilation, glazing and lighting upgrades.  

8.13 The Catford Town Centre Framework Regeneration Masterplan published in 2021 
includes the ambition for Catford to be the greenest town centre in London.  The 
regeneration of Catford will create a new civic hub replacing the Council’s existing main 
corporate buildings and, alongside the Council’s development of a new strategic 
approach to corporate assets, will define our ability to deliver on the ambition for the 
Council to be net zero carbon.  

8.14 In 2020 Lewisham Council funded a holistic assessment of five Lewisham Schools 
designed to develop an understanding of the different building typologies as well as an 
engagement programme with the school community on wider sustainability and 
consumption emissions.  This net zero schools programme provided the basis for 
successfully bidding for £750k funding for heating, insulation and ventilation 
improvements in Myatt Garden, Dalmain and Downderry schools, that will cut carbon, 
make them more efficient to run and improve the quality of the indoor environment 
making them better spaces to learn and work in. Officers are working with schools to 
develop a new network of Lewisham schools on climate change, seeking new 
opportunities to fund further work. 

8.15 COVID-19 has had a long-term impact on the operation of the Council, reflected in the 
ethos of the Future Lewisham concept.  The Council’s Future Working programme is 
an ongoing piece of work designed to support delivery of the Future Lewisham aims 
and help staff through the transition.  Key recent achievements include the new 
Lewisham Sustainable Procurement Strategy 2021-25, which includes new 
requirements for tenderers to disclose carbon emissions and reshaping the Council’s 
pension fund to actively support low carbon investments.  

Communications and Engagement  

8.17 Since the Council directly controls just 3% of the carbon emissions measured within the 
borough delivery of the ambition to be carbon neutral by 2030 can only be achieved by 
working in partnership. The Council has a key role to play with the rest of the local 
government sector to push for the sustained investment needed, and, within the 
borough, to create opportunities for Lewisham residents and organisations to join 
forces and to inspire action. Building on the ‘Inspiring Learning and Lobbying’ section of 
the Lewisham Climate Emergency Action Plan our priorities on communications and 
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engagement are: 

 The Lewisham Climate Conversation 

 Borough of Culture 

8.18 In October in the lead up to COP26, the United Nations climate conference hosted by 
the UK, the Council launched a ‘Lewisham Climate Conversation’ encouraging  
residents and local organisations to engage in a discussion around the theme of 
climate change and the local environment.  The communications included a guide 
which was intended to be user friendly and flexible and to focus on the positive benefits 
of taking action.  The intention is to develop the ‘Lewisham Climate Conversation’ 
theme over the coming months.   

8.19 Climate emergency is one of the core strands of Lewisham’s Borough of Culture 2022.  
A diverse range of creative events and art works are in development, designed to 
showcase talent across Lewisham and boost cultural activism on climate change and 
the environment.  Our Lewisham Climate Conversation plans are designed to create 
impetus for a year-long series of Borough of Culture climate conversations.  

9. Risks  

The impact of climate change 

9.1 The 2021 International Panel on Climate Change “Code Red” assessment and the 
Climate Change Committee’s Third UK Climate Risk Independent Assessment 
definitively articulate that climate change and weather extremes are driven by human-
caused emissions and, without corrective action, the global warming experienced to 
date will continue with widespread social, environmental and economic consequences. 
These impacts are at the heart of the inequalities that will be the legacy of inaction.   

9.2 The Climate Change Committee’s Third UK Climate Risk Independent Assessment 
published in June 2021 was highly critical of preparations at a national level for the 
impacts of climate change.  The Committee’s conclusions were that the level of risk 
was now greater than the previous assessment in 2017, and that while the UK has the 
capacity and resources to respond it had not yet done so.  

9.3 Local authorities in England are designated Lead Local Flood Authorities under the 
Flood and Water Management Act, with statutory responsibilities to assess and 
respond to flood risk in partnership with other bodies including the Environment 
Agency, water companies and other Lead Local Flood Authorities.  A consultation on a 
new Lewisham Flood Risk Strategy has just ended with a view to a final document 
being published before the end of March 2022. In April 2021 Lewisham’s Borough 
Resilience Forum held a borough-wide simulation of a major flooding incident, testing 
an updated Multi-Agency Flooding Plan for Lewisham.  

9.4 The urban environment is at greater risk of extended periods of high temperatures as a 
result of climate change.  Lewisham’s Parks and Open Spaces Strategy sets out our 
strategic vision for urban greening, the Council’s new Air Quality strategy has been 
consulted on and Lewisham’s draft Core Strategy will raise standards in new build 
properties. Nevertheless there remains significant risk over the course of the 21st 
century in terms of the cost to human health and the public sector as a result of 
infrastructure and housing that cannot cope with long-term changes to temperatures 
and weather patterns.  

Funding 

9.5 The cost of delivering the ambition for Lewisham to be net zero carbon by 2030 has 
been estimated at a minimum of £1.6bn. In November 2020 the Government published 
a 10-point plan for a green industrial revolution proposing long-term investment of 
£12bn, while the Government’s Net Zero Strategy published in October 2021 outlines 
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expectations for £90bn private investment.  Most of this funding however is 
aspirational.  

9.6 The scale and pace of investment needed in infrastructure currently does not support 
delivery of the ambition to be net zero carbon and in particular is not currently in line 
with the target date of 2030. In relation to housing retrofit different strategies will be 
needed by tenure and the circumstances of the owner and those living in the property.  
While some funding is available for low income households in specific types of 
properties there is no overarching delivery mechanism that will retrofit homes in the 
borough at the scale needed.  

Equalities 

9.7 Section 4 of this report identifies the reductions in carbon emissions that have been 
achieved against the Government’s measure since 2005.  The cost of this work has 
increased electricity bills, but for many, carbon reductions to date have been achieved 
at a distance with no direct day-to-day impact.  Addressing the remaining significant 
sources of emissions will, of necessity, have a more local and direct impact, requiring 
changes to our homes and the way we travel.  There are big opportunities in this, to 
raise the standards of the worst housing and promote active travel, but fiscal and 
legislative changes will need to be carefully designed and implemented if they are not 
to disadvantage low income and vulnerable households.  

 

10. Financial implications  

10.1 There are no financial implications arising directly from this report but delivery of an 
ambitious programme to cut emissions across the Council’s corporate estate and the 
borough as a whole has potentially significant cost implications. Work undertaken to 
support the development of Lewisham’s Climate Emergency Action Plan estimated a 
minimum cost of £1.6bn over 10 years.  

10.2 Lewisham Council’s funding from government has been cut by over 58% since 
2013/14, while at the same time the Council has faced increased costs through 
population growth, changes to government policy and other pressures including 
COVID19. There are no extra resources available to local authorities that declare a 
climate emergency and we will need to find creative ways to find the resources needed 
to support this work.  

11. Legal implications 

11.1 The report refers to the Climate Change Act 2008 and regulations under that Act.  The 
Act establishes a legal framework that underpins the UK's commitment to tackling 
climate change, including reducing CO2 emissions and addressing climate risks. The 
provisions of the Act apply at central government level, at least at the moment. 

11.2 Local authorities can use their own powers to take actions.  The relevant powers are 
likely to include the wide general power of competence under Section 1 of the Localism 
Act 2011 which allows local authorities to do anything that individuals generally may 
do. The existence of the general power is not limited by the existence of any other 
power of the Council which (to any extent) overlaps the general power.   

11.3 As stated in the report and in the financial implications, this report does not commit to 
any specific actions.  Future decisions about specific actions will need to take into 
consideration the specific local authority powers which are relevant to those actions, 
and be made in line with existing decision making and legal requirements.  
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12. Equalities implications 

12.1 There are no specific equalities implications arising directly from this report but it 
should be noted that the risks and impacts of a changing climate will not fall equally, 
and without action the consequences will exacerbate poverty and health inequalities 
globally and locally.   

12.2 In addition, given the fundamental nature of the changes needed, there are 
considerable risks that the actions taken to limit carbon emissions could, in themselves, 
disadvantage low income and vulnerable individuals and communities. The COVID-19 
pandemic is forecast to result in a 6% global decrease in energy demand in 2020, a 
reduction that has come at huge social and economic cost.  This impact underlines that 
delivering on a climate agenda needs the UK Government to break the links between 
economic prosperity and carbon, and that locally, our strategy should be to address 
climate change as an issue of social justice and the focus of our climate emergency 
actions should be on our low income and vulnerable individuals and communities. 

12.3 Further work is needed to fully identify the equalities implications of climate change for 
Lewisham residents.   

13. Climate change and environmental implications 

13.1 These are addressed in the body of this report. 

14. Crime and disorder implications 

14.1 There are no direct crime and disorder implications arising from this report.  

15. Health and wellbeing implications  

15.1 Lewisham’s Climate Emergency Action Plan will deliver a range of health and wellbeing 
benefits to residents, including actions to improve air quality, increased participation in 
active travel as well as support for low income and vulnerable households to cut the 
cost of staying warm in winter.  

16. Report author(s) and contact 

Martin O’Brien, Climate Resilience Manager, 07736 900 214 martin.o’brien@Lewisham.gov.uk  

17. Appendices 
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18. Glossary  

Term Definition 

Carbon / 
Carbon 
dioxide 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a naturally occurring gas fixed by photosynthesis into organic 
matter and is a by-product of fossil fuel combustion, land use changes and other 
industrial processes. CO2 is the principal greenhouse gas (see below) associated with 
human activity and climate change (see below) and the reference against which other 
greenhouse gases are measured. Unless otherwise indicated the terms ‘carbon’ or 
‘carbon dioxide’ are used in this report to refer to a combined measure of greenhouse 
gases (CO2e or CO2 equivalent), of which carbon dioxide is the most common.  

Carbon 
Neutral / Net 
Zero Carbon 

Carbon neutrality balances greenhouse gas emissions with carbon removals. As 
defined by the Committee on Climate Change, a net-zero or carbon neutral target 
requires “deep reductions in emissions, with any remaining sources offset by removals 
of CO₂ from the atmosphere”. In the context of Lewisham’s target this means additional 
carbon removal and storage activity at the borough level or ‘carbon offsets’ funding an 
equivalent removal outside the borough.  Lewisham’s declaration of a climate 
emergency in Lewisham used the term ‘carbon neutral’ is used. Targets at a national 
and regional level are defined in terms of net zero carbon.  There is no difference in 
meaning between ‘carbon neutral’ and ‘net zero’. 

Carbon 
Offsetting 

Carbon offsetting enables individuals and organisations to compensate for any 
emissions they cannot avoid by paying for a carbon credit, typically a payment for an 
equivalent amount of emissions to be reduced or removed elsewhere. These emissions 
savings are generated through the implementation of a variety of projects such as 
planting trees and installing solar panels. Offsetting should be seen as an option of last 
resort and there is no commitment by Lewisham Council to fund carbon offsets to meet 
the aspiration to be carbon neutral by 2030.  

Climate 

Climate is usually defined as the average weather, or more rigorously, as a statistical 
description in terms of the mean and variability of relevant quantities over a period of 
time ranging from months to thousands or millions of years. The relevant quantities are 
most often surface variables such as temperature, precipitation, and wind.  

Climate 
Change 

Climate change, as used by the United Nations International Panel on Climate Change, 
refers to a change in the state of the climate that can be identified by changes in the 
mean and/or the variability of its properties, and that persists for an extended period, 
typically decades or longer. 

Fuel Poverty 

The Government’s definition of fuel poverty for England and Wales states that a 
household is said to be in fuel poverty if: they have required fuel costs that are above 
average (the national median level), and, were they to spend that amount they would be 
left with a residual income below the official poverty line.  There is a direct link between 
living in cold and damp conditions and poor health outcomes.  

Greenhouse 
Gases 

Greenhouse gases are those gaseous constituents of the atmosphere which absorb 
and emit radiation at specific wavelengths within the spectrum of thermal infrared 
radiation emitted by the Earth’s surface, by the atmosphere itself, and by clouds. This 
raises global temperatures with a consequential impact on climate. Water vapour (H2O), 
carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4), and ozone (O3) are the 
primary greenhouse gases in the Earth’s atmosphere.  

Scope 1, 2 & 
3 emissions 

Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions are a method of defining, measuring and reporting carbon 
emissions on an organisational or an area basis.  Scope 1 covers direct emissions from 
owned or controlled sources. Scope 2 covers indirect emissions from the generation of 
purchased electricity, steam, heating and cooling. Scope 3 includes all other indirect 
emissions including in particular the supply chain.  
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Annex A: connections between the climate emergency and Lewisham’s cabinet 
portfolio responsibilities 

CABINET PORTFOLIO Climate emergency themes 

Mayor of Lewisham 

 The Mayor is responsible for the 
strategic direction of the Council, leads 
the community and speaks up for the 
borough.  

 COVID-19 response and recovery 

 

 Engagement and communication 

 Ensuring a just transition to net zero 

 Future Lewisham 

 Localism 

Deputy Mayor 

 Equalities 

 Lewisham Disabled People's 
Commission 

 Bakerloo Line Extension 

 Council events 

 Civic calendar 

 Mayor's Charity 

 

 Ensuring a just transition to net zero  

 Disproportionate impact of extreme 
weather events on disabled people 

 Transport infrastructure  

Safer Communities 

 Youth violence 

 Youth justice 

 Youth Offending Service (YOS) 

 Partnership with police 

 CCTV 

 Regulatory services 

 Environmental Health 

 Trading Standards 

 Noise enforcement 

 Anti-social behaviour 

 Violence against women and girls 

 

 Improving air quality 

 Enforcing minimum energy efficiency 
standards 

Children's Services and School 
Performance 

 Primary and secondary school 
performance 

 School admissions, attendance, 
inclusion and school place planning 

 Special Educational Needs 

 Early years education and childcare 

 Early help, including children’s centres 
and family support 

 Children’s social care including child 
protection, support for children in need, 
corporate parenting for looked after 
children 

 Youth services, including Youth First 

 Child poverty 

 Young Mayor's programme. 

 

 Communication and engagement with 
schools and young people 

 Supporting young people to voice 
climate issues 

 Intergenerational justice  

 Carbon emissions from school 
buildings, school activities and the wider 
supply chain 

Housing and Planning 

 Social housing building programme 

 Housing need, including lettings and 
allocations policy 

 

 Housing is 50% of the locally measured 
emissions in the borough 

 Social housing retrofit 
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 Homelessness and temporary 
accommodation 

 Planning 

 Regeneration 

 Landlord licensing 

 Private rented sector regulation 

 Gypsies and Travellers. 

 Private rental enforcement of minimum 
energy efficiency standards 

 Supporting ‘able to pay’ owner 
occupiers to retrofit homes 

 New build 

 Construction and embodied carbon 

 Heat networks 

Health and Adult Social Care 

 Adult social care, including care home 
and at-home provision and quality 
assurance 

 Public health 

 Mental health 

 Birmingham & Lewisham African and 
Caribbean Health Inequalities Review 
(BLACHIR)  

 Health and social care integration 

 Adult safeguarding 

 Joint commissioning 

 Supporting people 

 Older people, including representation, 
active citizenship, combating isolation, 
housing, technology, aids and adaptions 

 Technology, aids and adaptions 

 Local Assemblies. 

 

 Fuel poverty 

 Cleaner air 

 More active, healthier lifestyles 

 Social justice and a just transition 

 Disproportionate impact of extreme 
weather events on older people and 
those with long-term health conditions 

 

Democracy, Refugees and 
Accountability 

 Corporate Strategy implementation 

 Policy development 

 Refugee resettlement and migrant 
support 

 Customer services and complaints 

 Digital strategy 

 Governance 

 Legal services 

 Democratic and electoral services 

 Communications 

 Trade unions 

 Armed Forces Covenant. 

 

 Climate change is and will increasingly 
be a causes of global conflict, migration 
and refugees through pressures on land 
use 

 Engagement and communications 

 IT solutions in a low carbon world 

 Democratisation of climate emergency 

Culture 

 Culture, including London Borough of 
Culture 2022 programme 

 Libraries 

 Leisure centres 

 Evening and night time economy 

 Arts 

 Broadway Theatre 

 Sports development 

 Adult education. 

 

 Borough of Culture climate emergency 
strand 

 The power of culture and libraries to 
raise awareness and stimulate action 

 Carbon emissions from libraries, leisure 
centres and other cultural and leisure 
buildings 
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Environment and Transport 

 Environment and climate change 

 Air quality 

 Parks and green spaces 

 Transport, including walking and cycling 

 Highways 

 Parking strategy and enforcement 

 Recycling and waste reduction 

 Street cleaning and fly tipping 

 Renewable energy, including district 
heat networks 

 Fuel poverty 

 

 Climate Emergency Action Plan 

 Transport 25% locally measured 
emissions 

 Trees, green infrastructure, parks and 
open spaces  

 Carbon sequestration and climate 
change adaptation 

 Improving air quality 

 Active travel 

 Public transport and reducing car use 

 Electric vehicles 

 Waste, recycling and the use of 
resources 

 Targeting support for low income and 
vulnerable residents 

Finance and Resources 

 Council budget 

 Human resources and organisational 
development 

 Transformation 

 Income generation 

 Internal audit 

 Efficiency 

 Revenue collection and benefits 

 Pensions 

 Council contracting 

 Business and Community Wealth 
Building  

 

 Cultural change within the Council 

 Direct corporate carbon emissions: gas, 
electricity and fuel consumption 

 Indirect corporate carbon emissions, 
procurement and wider supply chain 

 Adaptive responses to a changing 
climate 

 Disinvestment of pension and other 
funding to zero carbon 

 Funding and investment in local 
solutions 

Local economic development and 
inclusive growth 

 Community Wealth Building 

 Youth employment 

 Mayor's Apprenticeship programme 

 Business and retail support 

 Community development 

 Grants programmes 

 Volunteering 

 Community centres 

 Markets 

 Social enterprise 

 Higher education 

 Further education 

 Ethical procurement and modern 
slavery 

 Emergency planning and resilience 

 Bereavement services. 

 
 

 Job creation, green skills and local 
economy 

 Role of the community sector, 
volunteering, sustainability 

 Emissions from businesses  

 Adaptive responses to a changing 
climate: flooding, high temperatures, 
storms 
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Annex B: The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a collection of 17 interlinked global goals 

designed to be a "blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable future for all". 

https://sdgs.un.org/.  The 17 SDGs are:  

(1) No Poverty: End poverty in all its forms everywhere; 

 

(2) Zero Hunger: End hunger, improve food security, improved nutrition and promote 

sustainable agriculture; 

 

(3) Good Health and Well-being: Ensure healthy lives and promote health and wellbeing at all 

for all at ages; 

 

(4) Quality Education: Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong 

learning for all; 

 

(5) Gender Equality: Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls; 

 

(6) Clean Water and Sanitation: Ensure availability and sustainable management of water 

and sanitation for all; 

 

(7) Affordable and Clean Energy: Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and 

modern energy for all; 

 

(8) Decent Work and Economic Growth: Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable 

economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all;  

 

(9) Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure: Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and 

sustainable industrialisation and foster innovation; 

 

(10) Reducing Inequality: Reduce inequality within and among countries; 

 

(11) Sustainable Cities and Communities: Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, 

resilient and sustainable;  

 

(12) Responsible Consumption and Production: Ensure sustainable consumption and 

production patterns; 

 

(13) Climate Action: Take urgent action to tackle climate change and its impacts; 

 

(14) Life Below Water: Conserve and sustainable use the oceans, seas and marine resources 

for sustainable development; 

 

(15) Life On Land: Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, halt 

and reverse land degradation and biodiversity loss; 

 

(16) Peace, Justice, and Strong Institutions: Promote peaceful and inclusive societies, provide 

access to justice for all, and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions; 

 

(17) Partnerships for the Goal: Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the 

global partnership for sustainable development.  
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